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New university
forum proposed ·

.TASk Tip of the Week
Preview material which you plan to study
and divide it into realistic parts. This
way, you can easily see your progress. ·

By Michelle Purdum

A proposal to institute a
University Forum has been made
by the Select Commission to Study
·
the Academic Senate.
According to Wallace
Keniston, commuter senator on
the Academic Affairs Council of
the Student Senate, this forum
would allow the President of the
Universityto reach representatives
of the entire University at one
meeting in matters affecting the
whole campus.
"The Fprum would be
~omprised of over 200 people. !t
would include representatives
from the Dean's Board, Faculty
Caucus, PAT council, OS Committee, Graduate Student Go_v.
Board, and the Student Senate,"
said Keniston. "It would convene
at the beck and call of the President."

Keniston continued, "I
would like to see the Student
Senate get involved in the. planning stages of this commission."
Ann-Mari_e Elek, executive officer of the Student Senate
and SBVP candidate, was a member of the commission that made
this proposal.
"I think that there's good ·
intentions with this proposal, but
it's not going to solve anything,"
said Elek. When asked why, she
replied, "There's no vote, nothing
allows real interaction. It's just a
session where. the President can
give information and the Forum
members can ask some questions."
Elek added, "I would
recommend that it be structured
so that all aspects can get together
to work on problems that affect all
ofus."
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Marine Biology Seminar Series "Mammals to Molecules"

MARINE BIOTECHNOLOGY:
APPLICATIONS OF MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY TO THE MARINE SCIENCES
llf!., .

" 1'

~~

Dr. Rita R. ·colwell
Maryland Biotechnology Institute
University of Maryland
Tuesday, ~pril 3, 1990
8:00 p.m. - Iddles Auditorium Ir IO I
Free and o-pen to the general public
o,,sored by the lnsti.tute o Marine Science & Ocean E

There's a job for you in Summer Camp
The American Camping Association (NY) will ·make
your application avail. to over 300 camps in the
Northeast. Exciting opportunities for college
students and professionals. Positions avail: all land
and water sports, kitchen, maintenance, arts and
crafts, drama, music, dance, nature, tripping,
R.N .'s, M.D .'s. College Credit Available CALL

OR WRITE FOR APPLICATION.
AMERICAN CAMPING ASSOCIATION'1
jl 12 West 31st Street, New York, NY 10001,

A

1-800-777-CAMP.

The Department of Psychology is
pleased to announce its

Fourth Annual
Undergraduate
Research'
Conference
Friday, April 6, 1990
Conant Hall Room 101
2-5 p.m. ·

You are cordiallfinvited to join us as our
outstanding undergraduates present brief reports
of their research in the field of psychology.
All students, faculty, and staff are welcome.

-

·neering
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WINDSURFING
INSTRUCTIONS
This 4 week course will run from
April 10 through May 3

1-_ Classes will be held on Tuesday &

Wednesday with Fridays as a MAKE-UP day

1-_ Departure time from the Field House
.

is 3:30 pm

·

·

-1_ Classes will be from 4:00 to 6:00;

. returning to the Field House at 6:30 pm

-1_ Register on Room 151, Field House,
Recreational Sports Office ...
From 8:30 am to 4:00 pm

-1_ COST - Students

- $50
Rec. Pass - $60
- $70
Others

-1_ Class size limited to 8 (Adults oniy)
Come and Join Us and Have Some Fun!!!
University of New Hampshire
Department of Recreational Sports
Field House, Room 151
862-2031

NEWMARKElSTORAGE
"Store Your Stuff With Us"
Mini~Bins, outside and inside
vehicle storage.

SPECrAL PRICE UNH
SUMMER STORAGE
AVAILABLE
133 Exeter Rd. ~
Newmarket, NH
(603) 659-7959

a

from
BOSTON

LONDON
BERLIN
BRUSSELS
VIENNA
TOKYO

r---------- --------~- ------1
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Yes, I want to spark my imagination this summer!
·
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·
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I Send this coupon to Northeastern University, University College, PO. Box
I 154, Bostc-u, MA 02117-0154, or call 617-437-2400.

:0

Nor~heastern University

UNH

I

An equal opportunity! :

350
778

Taxes not included.Restrictions ·
apply.One ways available.
Work/Study abroad programs.Int'!
Student 10.EURAIL PASSES
ISSUED ON THE SPOT!

FREE Student Travel Catalog

I

L ___ _ P~:!,_ ~d~~d~a~~~ _ _ _ _ _ :!''::.a'::: ~w:_::n::r::: J

CARACAS ·
RIO

- $338
438
398
438
749

1

ncil TJ

MIT
Boston Harvard Sq
266-1926 497-1497 225-2555

!'
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Need a place· to live? Need Help? Need to find something·?
Got something to say? Got something to sell? Put it in
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE CLASSIFIED S!
AND LET THE CAMPUS HEAR YOU!!
(Just fill out this form and bring it to the Advertising
Office,Rm.110B, MUB, it's that EASY!)
.... •1
··························•1
..................................
···································
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CHECK ·us OUT NOW AT

32 Main Street, Durham N .H.
" Your One Stop Store '~
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Write for THE NEW HAMPSHIREI
Stop by Rm. 151 in the MUB for
more info.

Only for student American Express® Cardmembers.
· Apply for the American Express® Card.
Then get ready to take off. In search of
_adventure, action-or just simply to escape.
American Express and Northwest
Airlines have arranged these extraordinary
travel privileges on Northwest-exclusively
for student Cardmembers:
■ CERTIFICATES VALID FOR THE PURCHASE
OF TWO $118 ROUNDTRIP TICKETS-to many
. of the more than 180 cities in the 48 contiguous United States served by Northwest.
Each certificate is good fqr a six-month
period, and they will arrive within six
.weeks after you receive the Card. Current
Cardmembers ·will automatically receive
their $118 certificates by March 15, 1990
provided they are still fyll time students~

■ 10% OFF ANY NORTHWEST FLIGHT-with
your own personalized discount card, valid
throughjanuary 1991 on all Northwest and
Northwest Airlink flights. (This discount
is not applicable to the $118 student
certificates and other certificates,
promotional or special status airfares.)
I

■ 2,500 BONUS MILES TOWARDS FREE TRAVEL-

when you enroll in Northwest's WorldPerks®
Free Travd Program.
AND NOW BECOMING A CARDMEMBER
IS AS EASY AS A TELEPHONE CALL.

speed the process.)
Keep in mind that our Automatic
Acceptance Program makes it easier for
you to become a Cardmember now, as a
student, than it will ever be again.
And remember that as a Cardmem- -_
ber you'll enjoy all the exceptional benefits
and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
So don't miss out on a world of great
experiences. Pick up the phone. Apply for
the Card. And start packing!

Just pick up the phone, call 1-800-942- AMEX, and talk to us. We'll take your
application and begin to process it
immediately (If you have your banking
· information handy, like your account
number and bank address, it will help

Membership Has Its Privileges®

APPLY TODAY

■TRAVEL
REIATED
.®

1-800-942-AMEX

SER\/JCES

An Ameocan Express company

~

NORTHWEST
AIRLINES

*If you are already a student American Express Cardmember and have a question about this program, please se11d your written question, a copy of your student ID and class schedule to: American Express, PO. Box 35029,

changes
Attn: Student Marketing, Greensboro, NC 27425·. Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations. Fares are nonrefundable and no itinerary
not be available
may be made after purchase. Seats at thi~ fare are limited and may not be available when you call. Travel must originate by certificate expiration date and be completed within 60 days of that date . Travel may
dates and .
between cities to which Northwest does not have published routings. City fuel surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50), Chicago ($5.00), Denver ($2.00) and Florida cities ($2.00). Certain blackout
other restrictions may appll For c;omplete offer details, call 1-800-942-AMEX. © 1990 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.

THE AMERICAN EXPRESS® CARD. FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER.

-
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Dynasty II Chine·se
Restaurant
Mill Road Plaza
Durham, NH
868-1200
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IN TE RN SH IPS .

IN WA SHI NGT ON, .D.C.
FROM

WHAT DOES IT TAKE
TO GET AHEA D?

i:
····•............")

INTER NSHIPS AND
:ACADE MIC SEMINARS!!

·.-.··:.*~·--··

Arct' you f tteling just
a littl e out of plac e 1
OPE N LIN.E:
Whe re you are not alon e!
862-3922
Sun-Thur 5-10
(Tues 6-10)

UNH Gay/Lesbian/
Bisexual Hotline
~unded by P~O

~!I~

Tf!E

·WASHINGTON
CENTER

For Internships and
Academic Seminars

Don't miss your chance to
take the lead on your future.
There will be an
informati onal meeting on
April 5, from 1-2 in room 314, ·
and 3:30-5 in room 208 of
McConne ll Hall. If you
cannot make it stop by room
120 McConne ll Hall for more
informati on. There are .
semester and s1µn_m er internship savailable in
ALL MAJORS, earning 12 to 16 credits.
· Applicati on deadline for Fall 90 internshi ps will
be April 16. The~e are also two week academic
seminars available in summer and winter. This
summer there will be specialse minars offered
entitledC ommunis t States in Transitio n, The
Globel Villag:e, and Women as Leaders. Financial
aid is available

DON'T WAIT UNTIL IT'S TOO LAT.E !!
*Infor mation al Meetin g
April 5 · * 1-2pm Room 314 -McCo nnell Ha
* 3:30-~ pm Room 208 -McCo nnell Hall
· *Inter nships availa ble in all major s !!!!. ' ·..
, *O:Q.e and .Tw:o Week Aca<I:emic Semin ars · ·
- availa ble this summ er U!!.

~~~~~~~~~~r~~~~~~~~i~~~~~~~j

-·-·

is looking for a

C IR C U LA TI O N
M AN AG ER
app lica tion s available in Roo m 110B, MUB
app licat ion dea dlin e is Apri l 11th
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Quote of the Week
"Nobody made a greater mistake than he who did
nothingbeeaause hecould,only do a little.!'
.- Edward Burke

Write Your
Congressman
ecosystem in the U.S.) a National
A few weeks ago, we pre- Marine , Sanctuary. This would
sented anarticleinformingyouon prohibit deep-draft ships from
·how to write to your elected offi- crossing over the sanctuary
cials. Letter writing is a surefire · boundary. You can show your
way to lobby for or against a piece _support for this bill by writing to
of legislation. Below are listed your national representative.
some environmental issues which Dolphin Protection
are now, or will be soon, up for
The Dolphin Protection Condebate in Congress. To1obbyyour sumer Information Act of 1989
representatives artd senators in {H:R. 4926). This legislation, sponWashington, write them ·at: ·
sored by Sen. Joseph Biden (DThe Honorable - - ~
DE) and Rep. Barbara Boxer (DU.S. Senate,
CA), would require that all tuna
W~shington, D.C. 20510,
caught with large-scale driftnets
belabeled "Caughtwithtechnoloor: The Honorable _ _~
U.S. House of Representa
gies or methods that' are known to
tives,
kill dolphins."
Washington, D.C.20515
Rainforests
Ozone Depletion
Many of us wish to see other
, TheStratosphericOzonePro- countries save their endangered
tection Act (H.R. 2699) is legisla- tropical rainforests. In Hawaii,
tion which would phase out the thf Big Island Geothe~al Project
. us_e of ozone depleting chemicals (a' project engineered to harness
., 01!J~hf .~~rn<tGF§:sr a_n~ 1i,II!i!=tttf f ~ eJh~rmal · ert~rgy from th~ ac- --..
. production ofless harmful uzone·•,_"-..,~tfie·•vokano ·Kilauea) · would de-·•·"
depleters (HCFCs). The act would stroy the only remaining lowland
also work to create the Safe Alter- tropical rainforesHn the U.S. To
_n ative Program which would, if help save this forest, write Gover. you didn't already figure it out, . nor John Waihe, State .Capitol,
h~lp -~o find environm,entally safe Honolulu, HI 96813; Senator
. substitutes for these chemicals. Daniel Inouye, U.S. Senate, WashOcean Protection
ington D.C. 20510; and _your
The Florida Keys National · members
of
Congress.
MarirteSanctuary Act(H.R.3719). For More Information
Late last year, thre~ ships ran
Would you like to see how
aground on the coral· reefs off of your representatives voted on
theFloridacoast. Suchgroundings environmental issues in 1989? If
are a danger to both the reefs and so, send $5 to League of Conservato ships. Rep. Dante Fascell (D- tion Voters, 1150 Connecticut
FL) introduced legislation that Avenue NW, Suite 201, Washing. would designate the entire Flor- ton, D.C. 20036, to receive the
ida reef tract (the largest coral reef National Environmental Scorecard.
By Joel Claus

Durham's very own Lamprey Incinerator. (Lyle Robinson,photo)

Do the Right Thing -Recycling
By S.G.B. Dickens .

. ,

The January, 1990 Durham while brown Becks and Frank gram.
Letter reported on the success of Jones Ale bottles and clear f?rego
There are .plenty of good reasons to recycle waste: one good
the new town recycling program. tomato sauce jars amounted to 41
In the last six months of 1989, vol- tons and sold for $25 a ton.
reason is the price of college tuiuntary recycling kept nearly 200
Total resale revenues from tion. One wonders how much of
tons .of "garbage" from traveling thes,erecycledmaterialsamounted the revenue from the recent tuit~:1~~ \~mr.r,ey_1nc~n_erator,} ~'1t _to_ $6128.p~- ·: ~Fcord}p.g: to, our,_ tion- _i~cr~_:1s~ is ~ef~f "h~ul_e d
d1tty""smokes-tack · v1S1b le be1u..n&, fnendly.recyclmg:::truck dnver, Hte. . _,_, ~ way-c!.rr.A. tnCJ.~prated cl u~ to the
the·Service Building.
· incinerator charges the town of lack of official recycling progriams
Those 200 tons included al- Durham $55 per ton to burn ref- at the University_ of New Hampmost five tons of aluminum cans, use, while dirty garbage contain- · shire. Eventually, all enviro_nwhich were later resold for $900-a · ing shingles goes for up to $120 mentally unsound. ,practices -will
tonasw-ellas125tonsqf"old-news- per ton_. Durham thus saved hit us in the poc~etbook, so let's
print," currently _worth only 50 $10,811_.90 in disposal costs, ·and try to anticipate a bit, pay a bit
cents. Green Molson bottles added earned· a grand totai of almost more if neces_sary, and "Do the
up to 27 tons and sold for $5 a ton, $17,000 through this, infant pro- Right Thing."

Upcomin2 Earth Day Events
Sunday April 8.
· Used Clothing Swap in the Upper Quad .
Upgrade your wardrobe for ·little or no cost! Bring your old but clean clothes to a· clothing swap
sponsored by the Student Coalition for th~ Environment. Exchange your clothes for other items, or
come and buy other clothes at low prices in the Upper Quad from 1lam-4pm.

Monday, April 9.
Special Event:"The Global Ocean"
Cousteau Society lecturers David Brown and Peter Burtchell will provide an insider's look at current
society projects, share the experience of exploration aboard the Calypso, and present an examination
of the threats ~o the global ocean. Sponsored by Muso, admission $2 for students, $5 for non-students.
In the Granite State Room, MUB at 7pm.

Wednesday, April 11.
Lecture: The New Conservation Biology and Old Growth Fore~ts
Daniel S. Simberloff, of the department of Biological Sciences, Florida State University~ wiff speak as
·p art of the ''Ecological Futu:r:es: Perspectives for a Changing World" series sponsored by The College
of Life Sciences and Agriculture. Murkland room 110 from 12:00 pm to 1:00 pm. ·

Thursday, April 12.
_Panel Discussion on Issues Facing Nor-th American Forests
Representatives from the American Loggers Solidarity Union; Earth First!, U.S. Forest Service, The
Nature Conservancy, The Multiple Use Association, The Wilderness Society, a private paper company,
and two UNH professors will discuss conservation issues relating to North American forests. 7:00 pm
to 9:00 pm, Granite State Room, MUB.and th~ Environmental Research Group will sponsor a poster display and open house in the Science and Engineering Research Building from 1lam-7pm, with

For more Information call 862-3542

\.

·

l!Jlllhubsters, stay away! Hefty
boys, ~ e ! " That's the basic message
those calorie-counting taskmasters at American Airlines send to their flight attendants.
But their weight-slashing fanatacism is just
a little too extreme.
A 5'10" male flighf attendant at
American can weigh, at the most, 170 lbs,
according to The New York Times. (Large
mammal specialists estimate that's about
1 I 3 of Massachusetts House Speaker George
Kevarian' s body weight.) Regardless, that is
not a lot of weight, especially for someone
· with any muscle on them. And if you weigh
too much, American forces you to either go
on a weight-loss program or eventually quit.
For a S'S" female flight attendant, the
limit is 129 lbs. That's a little tight for some~ ·
one age 25, but even worse, the weight limit

does not change as the flight attendant gets vast range of passengers? Service is the big
older. A 55-year-old with five kids can't key for flight attendants, and it doesn't seem
weigh more than that, either. That's just a that an attractive stewardess could get the
joke, and probably is a good basis for an age- customer their honey-roasted peanuts any
discrimination suit
,:
quicker than an unattractive one.
This leads to the eternal question~
Sure, the airline has a right to expect
Why does this policy exist? Is the issue pro- its employees to look professional, wellfessionalism? If_this is what American is groomed, and all that other stuff. But you
argui~g, it's standing on very thin ice, since can still achieve those goals and be Rubenit is basically saying an overweight person esque, as they ·say. And a savage weight
can't look professional. That's a very big- limit, especially one that doesn't relax as
oted and dangerous statement.
attendants get older, is not a good way to
Or does this issue harken back to the keep your employees happy. .
days when attendants had to be young,
Other airlines,· such as United and
single, attractive women straight out of a Delta, have more relaxed weight limits, and
cookie-cutter? Is this airline expecting their increase them as the attendant age. Contiattendants to somehow attain the impos- nental has the best system, one which has no
sible goal of being physically alluring (as- predetermined limit. All airlines should
suming that skinny people are alluring) to a follow that.
·
·
American has got to smarten up here .

•
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An open
letter from
the president
. To Members of the University Community:
There are no issues
that impact each of us more
clearly or more pervasively
than those dealing with our
environment and the ecological system it supports. Our
local concerns are subsumed
by the higher levels of involvem~nt at the state, the regional,
the national and the global
levels: yet if we are to control
the use of our most universal
resource and correct the damage that we have already inflicted, we must all become
more involved.
As Dennis Hayes,
founder of Earth Day 20 years
ago on April 22, stated recent!y,
"The last 20 years of the Earth
Day movement focused primarily on policy concerns, and
what government and industry could or could not do. But
a really important aspect is
what we can and should be
doing individually, like recycling, insulating our homes,
buying efficient cars and ap· pliances, and eating lower on
the food chain. All of these
things can't solve the problem
but they are needed to help
solve the problem." (New
Hampshire Sunday News Section F, pageone, April 1, 1990).

We have 18 groups

d····················································· , ···~························································

here on campus who are work- mantling the actions of the formance". It is the prior plan- prevent another piss poor pering in this spirit to make our U.S.N.H. I chose not to take ning and the ignorant assump- formance by this administraEarth Day Week a time of per- this action because, with my tions of the U.S.N.H. thatareat tiye_organization. . · ·
·
sonal awareness, involvement understanding of the situation, \he heart of this i,sstie l~ nddl
and comitment: Watch The we virtually have no legal re- have serious doubts as to
John Dippold
New Hampshire and the course. It is my opinion how- whether $300 or $3000 will
Campus Journal for announce- ever that the problef!l in this
::f::::/::::::::::::::/t:::::::::::::::::: ?t:t:t:t:t:t:
. ments of the widest range of matter lies, not in it's legality
events ever done here at UNH but in the fact that the action
to support Earth Day and the taken by the U.S.N.H. goes
causes it promotes.
beyond all reasonable definiThere will be further tions of responsible behavior.
activities at the University level
· There is a subtle asas we focus our organization ~umption being made by the
capabilities on this global envi- U.S.N.H. that is not being
ronmental and ecological sys- drawn attention to. That being
·-:-•·•:-:-·-:-:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•: -:-:-:-:-:-:-:- . . . ..•.· · ··. . .·. . .· ··· · · ··
........... ..
tem. In the immediate days
ahead, between now and Earth
Day, let us as individuals participate in every way we can to
show appreciation for our financial aid enrollment statisBOB DURLING, Editor-in-Chief
Earth and commit ourselves to tics, they would see that this is GAIL ROBERTSON. Managing Editor E\LEEN MALLOY. Managing Editor
intelligent efforts at all levels to· notthecase. ltseemsclearthat TERRI DANISEVICH. News Editor
KATHY HALEY. News Editor
't KIM ARMSTRONG, Sports Editor
HEATHER GRANT, Sports Editor
_insurethatouratmosphere,our th USN H 'th d
e · · · · et er oesn MIKE PARNHAM. Photo Editor
BEN FRAZIER. Photo Editor
rivers, lakes and oceans, our know or doesn't care about the LAURA DEAME. Arts Editor
KRISTI SUDOL Forum Editor
fields and our forests, as well · financial situation of the stuDENISE BOLDUC. Advertising Manager
as our human race have a fu- dents they supposedly work
MICHAEL LVONS. Business Manager
ture. "Think global, ad local." for. I honestly feel that we, the Advertiling Associates
News Reporters
Arts Staff Reporters
Sean Carroll
students, fully recognized the Christine Leinsing
Sincerely,
Michelle Adam
Marc Mamigonian
Sofia Piel
Melissa Bane
Arts Reporters
difficult undergoing but I fail Melissa Sharples
Barb Briggs
Stephanie Artz
Graphic Managers
lshi Burdett
to un d erstan d w h y t h e MarieGar1and
Andrew Champagne
SanctyCutshall
PhilipFujawa
KimbertyHilley
BirgerDahl
George E. R Kinnear, II U.S.N.H. can't recognize the Graphic
Aleece Germano
Assistants
Elyse Decker
Matthew Gross
Interim President fact that we also share in those Kim Cilley
Alyssa De.Vito
Karen Hall
Melissa Inglis
Kim Gilbert
financial difficulties and that, Jennifer Macfarlane
Lynda Hyatt
Stacy Grugnale
Ann Massa
·
·
News Briefs Editor
Mike Guilbault
an · a s1tuat10n
sueh as t h'is, Anita
Davies
Ellen Harris
Marianne Moore ·
J.
W. Morss
money cannot simply be ac- . Circulation Manager
Linda Hyatt
Michelle Purdum
Suzanne Lee
Stephanie Igoe
Lydia Strohl
quired upon command. The Assistant Circulation Managers
April Jacobs
Ed Sawyer
Stacy Kendall
U .S.N .H . need S to b e mad e Michael
· Sports Reporters
Gemme
Colleen Marquis
Brian Brady
Photographers
Sarah Merrigan
aware that, it's not the fact that Michelle
Mike.Dean
Adam
Chris O'Neil
Kevin Gray
Michelle Purdum
the tuitfon was raised, it's the Don Carlson
To The Editor:
Tyche Hotchki~
Jen Flad ~
Colleen Sebastian
John Kelley .
I am writing this letter manner in which it was done Blaise T. Mosse
Julie Stilphen
MikeMcNeilly
Ed Sawyer
John Robert
to applaud the actions of the that we, as constituents of the Staff
Mark Miller
Reporters
Erin Sullivan
Jeff
Novotony
Doherty
On The Spot Editor
students who have decided to school system, find to be to- John
Keith Rogers
Neal McCarthy
Jena DelPrete
Glenn Sobolewski
Cartoonists
Assistant Businea Mgr.
appeal the $300 tuition hike to tally unacceptable.
Carolyn Sedwick
Jeff Harris
Emilia A Keleman
In the ARMY we used John
thelegalsystemofN.H. I think
Sports
Statistician
Hirtle
Copy Editors
John Kelley .
Kurt Krebs
Sandy Cutshall
that this action represents a to have a saying: "Prior Plan- Environmental
Page Editor
Ellen Harris
Kristen Woe.Ide
positive force for counter- ning Prevents Piss Poor Per- David Posada
.,:;.,:_

•
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Students
·fighting hike
are good
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Aliens
found
onGus'
beak
By Al Coacantwait
It was revealed this week that
there is a tiny alien civilization
living on interim President Gus
Kinnear' s nose. ''There's no doubt
about it, it's there," commented
Kinnear's physician, Dr. Hugo Z.
Hackenbush. "It's really, really
small. I was doing a routine nasal
exam when I noticed a small radio
tower being erected on the bridge
of Gus' shnoz. I got a magnifiying
glass, and holy cow, the little fellows had set up a whole city right
there.on his hooter."
Further examinations with an
electron microscope revealed the
extent to ,which the aliens had
established · themselves on
Kinnear' s snout. The little invaders have a city of roughly 1500
beings, paved streets, a small
sports arena, and a municipal
building in addition to the aforementioned radio tower. They have
an advanced currency system and
a highly developed literature.
Their national anthem is "KungFu Fighting," by Carl Douglas,
although no explanation has been

(603)8-62-1490

Forbes to give
year-end speech
By Merry Danasandwich, Steven · .guess that's cool, who is he?"_said
Uaskedme, Eoinn O'Caerbhaill Senior economics major Ike
and Red Snapper in white wine Dunno.
sauce.
"Who?" said senior Butch
Malcolm Forbes, publisher, Gardens.
lover of both sexes, big biker, cat
"Who?" said senior Sara
philanthropist, cat philanderer, big Nwrap.
birthday basher extrodinaire, and
"Oh, he's that nice man who
according to his mother "just a always took such wonderful care
good little rich boY' · has been of our cat," said Ga Ga Zsabor,
named commencement speaker wealthy bitch. "It's so nice to see
for this year's graduation ceremo- that a man could still lead a pronies, according to Danny DiTa- ductive life after death. And I
basco, executive assistant to the don't care what you've heard, his
interim president and head of the plastic surgery bills are still larger
commencement speaker commit- than mine." ·
tee.
Forbes, who was publisher of
Although previously unable Forbes magazine, was last linked
to accept the speaker's position, . to a-different-husband-every-halfhis death, in the words of his hour Elizabeth Taylor. Taylor,
publicist, Ms. Jiffy Copy, "has who says she ·is "not inclined to
The arrow points to the site of the startling discovery-an alien nation made his appearances a little less hang, around dead dudes," will
marketable. And to tell you _the not be attending the ceremonies at
on Gus' nose.
truth, it's getting to be a real pain UNH.
.
in the butt digging him back up all
In
addition,
it
has been rein fear whenever Kinnear gets a
the time."
ported
that
both
Forbes
and Tay- _
cold.
advanced for that choice.
Consequently, UNH com- lor have been romantically linked
Kinnear was unavailable for
_encement organizers were able to with Rock Hudson, the also-late
It is impossible to say exactly
comment, but his secretary, who
how long the aliens have been
get Forbes ·to appear for a song. sex symbol and gay actor: Rock
noted that "Gus is really sensitive
shacked up on Kinnear' s probos"His rates were so darn resonable, Hudson has also been reportedly
about his beezer," overheard Gus
cis, but excavations have shown
we were in no position to refuse. related to Little Rock, Ark., Stonesaying "I wish theyd pick on their.
that the .current civilization, is at
In light of the recent b1:1dget cuts, . henge, U.K.~ and Maggie Thatcher!
own noses.~' There is no word yet
least the second that has lived on
we've beenlooking high and l~w
At this time, Forbes is resting
about plans to integrate the aliens
the surface of the interim
for ways to save on expenses. at the Forest Lawn Trees and Other
into the UNi-I community, but
president's honker. The first was
Hiring Forbes for co mencement is Nature Stuff Memorial Park, and
diversity director Carmine Buford
apparently displaced some 25
almost like a coup," commented was not available for comment.
is looking into holding an "Aliens
years ago during a violent sneezBridget Cutt, who has.absolutely The official topic of his speech has
On Gus' Beak Day" later this
ing fit, and the current culture lives
nothing to do with the commence- not been revealed, but sources
month.
ment committee, let alone this close to his estate have indicated
story. It was just a good quote.
that it will be related to environEarly reactions to the an- mental issues.
nouncement of Forbes' appear''Recently, Malcolm's become
ance have been mixed. "Wait...isn't deeply rooted in the earth," a Forbes
come up with to maintain the struc- Numbskull said "This will not be he dead?" commented,freshman official s~id.
ture of the university while stay- the end of the Greek system at Wildlife major Stu P. Head. ·. "I
ing within the constraints of our UNH. We the brothers of DUMB
ever-~hrinking budget," she said will stiH carry on our proud tradi~
in a press conference yesterday. '1 tion of collegiate brotherhood. In
realize these cuts will decrease the fact, I don't think I've been to any
opportunitiesthatwereonceavail- of my classes this semester, anyable to a certain portion of the way."
student population, but I hear
The Student Senate, serving
McDonald's is hiring," VanYum- as the voice of the student body,
mystuff said.
was quick to _release a statement
Eliminated from the univer- following -Van Yummystuff's desity will be all schools and colleges cision. "It's not the University
in the university with the excep- System's fault," said student body
tion of the Thompson School of president Mike Demureass. 'We
Applied Science. Many children . support Eclair in her decision. We
of university system employees realize that this move will be good
wiU need that level of education, for the university in the long run.''
VanYummystuff explained.
"The good of the many over
Funding will be obtained the good of the few," chimed in
through increased alumni dona- student body vice-president Chris
tions, VanYummystuffexplained. Spermwhale.
Money raised through increased
In an effort to make the tranalumni solicitation will be used to sition to the more streamlined
convert the MUB into luxury of- university run smoothly,
fices for univerity system execu- VanYummystuff announced that
tives. "I feel the move will bring us two new positions would be crecloser to the university commu- ated in the university system. The
nity," VanYummystuff said.
positions, whic~ would be titled
Student reactions to the an- "Elimination Coordinator" and
nouncements have been mixed. "Assistant Elimination CoordinaFraternity brothers at Delta Upsi- tor," have not been filled yet.
lon Mu Beta could be heard chant- University System scuttlebutt
ing "no more pencils, no more indicates, however, that De"
~
books." Fraternity president Dude mureass and Spermwhale are , Malcolm Forbes, seen here
in a photo from his young, experimental,
being eyed for the jobs.
flamboyant days, back when he was alive.

All academics ·to be cut
By Make A. Mockery
University System of New
Hampshire Chancellor Eclair
VanYummystuff, annour-c~ yeS:terday that she will do away with
all academic.d epartments at UNH
in order to overcome the growing
budget deficit.
The decision came after hours
of grueling planning and projecting for the future of the university,
VanYummystuff said in a press
conference yesterday.
'1t is the only way we could

INSIDE
What do you think
these are, Cliffs ·
Notes? I'm not
telling you what's
inside. Read it
yourself, you lazy
simpering slug-like
amoeba! Get up off
your damn duff!
Don't let life be
spoon-fed to you,
Bucko! Take the
reins!
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Sununu mistaken for two terrorists
In a: bizarre case of mistaken identity yesterday, White House Chief John Sununu was·
wrestled to the ground outside the oval office and severely beaten by the combined forces of
the CIA and White House Housekeeping. The confusion apparently stemmed from the fact
. that Sununu, who had entered at the front door of the President's office several hours earlier
for a briefing in his typical dark suit, was seen leaving the office by a back door soaking wet
.
.
and clad only in a tea towel.
Agent J.P. Sternvogradt was interviewing maintenance man Bart Heffenreffer m this very
same back corridor. "At precisely 11:47 p.m. I was questioning_ Mr. Heffenreffer about a
suspicious looking bottle .in his possession (which was later identified as fine fortified pear
wine, stolen from the First Ladies' chambers) when suddenly he gave out a sort of screech and
began to scream and pointed over my shoulder. I turned and saw what I thought to be two
.
,
.
_ huge Lebanese terrorists running from the oval office."
Agent Sternvogradt and Heffenreffer, fearing for the presidents safety, J~mped the
hulking figure and pummeled it mercilessly. Sternvogradt was put out of action m the early
going when he caught his earbead cord on a light fixture and was near-fatally strangled. Heffenreffer, a former Really Big Gold Wrestling Belt holder under the name of Tremend_ous Bart,
finished off the Chief of Staff with a spine-wrenching stepover toehold before he realized who
he was actually fighting.
In alater interview granted through the electrified bars of the White House's wild animal

pen, Heffenreffer claim~d that he thought Sununu was a mythical beast, popular!y
known as the Yeti. "with all that white fish belly flab an' all them rolls of lard hangm
over his loin cloth I figured sure it was either a yeti or an albino sumo assassin like
I read about in them funny books." Heffenreffer denied having imbibed any of the
.
pear wine.
As he was being hauled away on a stretcher by six strong men, he had this to say
about the strange garb that caused the whole snafu. ''That ratbastatd. George had the
heat turned up so high in there that I started to sweat bullets. Then he orders me to
take a shower in his own personal bathroom there in the office. Of course I didn't
suspect anything, but when I came out he'd hidden my clothes and would only give
me a damned tea-toweL He said I had to "run the gauntlet to prove my loyalty." I'll
·
moidelyse him!'~
After several hours of emergency chiropractic attention, Sununu's was still as
twisted as a pretzel. When asked about the chances that the chief of staff would ever
be able to lead a normal productive life again, his chief chiropractor, Vermin Scabies,
.
said "Ha! that would be a change!"
President Bush was unavailable for comm_ent, but a pungent smelling size 84
blue denim suit was found hanging from the white house flagpole early this morning.

,_w4NJlllll'lll-- ·~·I , _~~-~;,~
Lithuania to join NFL
as expansion franchise

Loeb declares herself
Musburger to play
in TV movie 'Third Coming of God' '
Sampson
In a stunning move, Brent Musburger announced

yesterd~y that he has been hired to portray basketball hasbeen Ralph Sampson in the upcoming TV movie, "RalphManchester Union Leader publisher and staff
The Long Road."
cartoonist Nacky Loeb declared herself to be the ''Third
Musburger, recently fired from CBS Sports, where he Coming of God" yesterday at her palacial, home in
announced every sport and drove the snack van, was Manchester. Decked out in a gold silken gown fespleased to grab a paying job. ''Things were looking pretty tooned with pomegranate seeds, Nacky, from an elebleak there for those few hours. But now, I'm going to do vated podium supported by eunuchs and sporting the
something I've always wanted to do-portray an all,-time engraving '1n hoc signo bicycletas" (':In this sign I
great." Musberger will be the star of the ABC movie, bicyde"), declared "I am the resurrection and the ljfe.
according to director Tom Wopat. "He's got to be the star. I brush three times a day and use hair conditioner on
He's got that commanding presence."
my eyebrows. I can walk like a penguin." Loeb offered
Musburger, "Yho previously had small parts in "Land no explanation for her remarks, and retired to her
Before Time" and "Behind the Green Door," saw no private sanctum where she spent the remainder of the
problems in portraying 7' 4" Sampson. "I'm only 5'9", but, day in quiet contemplation of a dish of tortellini.
well .. .l'm damn imposing. When people meet me, they
are led to believe, by my powerful voice and ultra-macho
. manner, that I'm a good footortwotallerthan I really am.
Besides, Sampson always played small."
Musburgeralsopooh-poohedthefactthathe'swhite,
while Sampson is black. "With proper lighting, and my
acting ability, that can be overcome."
The movie will center on Sampson's years with the
A controversy is brewing on Capitol Hill as aetails
Houston Rockets, when he formed the 'Twin-Towers' of the last mission of the space shuttle Atlantis are
with center Akeem Olajuwon. Reportedly, "_C osby Show" .coming to light. Accusations have been made that the
regular Teinpestttttt Bledsoe is in the running to play shuttle, which has been reserved for "secret military
Akeem.
missions," has been grossly misused .
The offices of Main Street Magazine stand empty
Allegedly, the classified experiments on the last
today, deserted after a strange occurance in the pasement
mission included testing the differences between drinkof the Memorial Union Building. At or around ten-thirty
ing a twelve pack really fast on earth and in space, and
last night the entire staff; editors, reporters and all were
, also testing a low gravity spittoon for some of the
apparently abducted during a post production meeting
crustier colonels who will be on future missions.
following the printing of their publication last week. The
Johnson and Johnson announced a breathtaking
These missions seem to some on the Hill trivial
only witness to the entire incident was one Gail Robertson new group of additions to their Line of Serenity femiwhen compared to the billions of dollars in cost to put .
who happened to be closing up the games room just nine bladder control protection. Spokeswoman Julia
the shuttle in orbit. In fac_t, when one of the astronauts
opposite from their offices in the basement of the MUB. MacGregor announced today that the company will
participating in the twelve pack contest regurgitated
"Hey, i'm just there closing .1p a little late, not stealing now be marketing Bladder control protection for men
an entire twelver of tall boys, the entire mission was
from the register or anything like that, honest! I mean so as well under the name of Drygard. The new product
jeopardized by the golden spheres of liquid caroming
it's a few measily sawbucks short. Fer cryin' out loud, will be accompanied by an enirely new marketing
about the control room, bouncing from computer bank
they can afford it, right? Tightwads. Anyhow, there I am, scheme for the entire line. MacGregor explained in an
to computer bank. Fo,r five full hours the shuttle was
closing up, when I looks out the winda, and there's these exclusive New Hampster interview that the company
without power and be,gan a lusty power dive, which
six suits with heaters hustling the Main Street folks out the realized that by q_nly appealing to the weak bladdered
the crew was hard put to stop in their drunken state.
back door. Damnedest thing I ever saw, short a' sniffin' andelderlytheywereleavingoutahugesegmentofthe
When the power came back on, the electic Spitoon had
glue. I think they put 'em in a helly-copter, and away they population. "Basically the first of our two new target
malfunctioned.and the rest of the mission was dogged
went. ·
groups are the young, heavy drinkers. Let's face it, all
by foul black globules floating in the cabin spaces.
Shortly after the incident happened,and shortly before those house parties, they have huge lines for the bathIf these rumors were not enough, it has been said
it was reported, Agent Berkwell of the CJ.A. called In- room. Half the people never make it, and quite a few
by some that earlier "secret missions" were nothing _
terim President Gus Kinnear's unlisted home phone, just pass out and piss themselves anyhow. Our new
more than orbiting pleasure cruises. One astronaut
vehemently denied anyC.I.A. involvement, and slammed slogan will be: The pad to wear when you're having a
who asked not to be identified said, ''You've never
the.phone down. Kinnear says he put the whole thing few.
made it til you've made it in space." Supposedly some
down to one too many mallomar cups soaked in tequila,
MacGregor identified the second group as the fat,
of the secret cargoes were nothing more thaR busk,ads
until this morning, when it became apparent that the lazy and sluggish;ina word i:heT.V. watchers. "About
of senators and Washington floozies. John Tower is
matter was not so easily dismissed. He expressed the the only reason some folks ever take their eyes off the
rumored to have an extensive video collection docuconcern of the university and promised to keep the school screen is to go to the bathroom. Now they don't even
menting these low gravity orgies. Said one disgusted
informed through the New Hampster, and oth€r less have to that anymore. We're in negotiations with
congressman "Man, no wonder all· those satellites
important media.
Rosseanne Barr for that particular advertising scheme.
'
went spinning out of control!"

Lithuania announced yesterday that its secession
from the U .S.S.R. was complete, and that it will soon join
the N.F.L. as an expansion franchise.
Lithuanian President Vytautas Landsbergis said,
"It's bye-bye, Gorby and hello, Tagliabue! We're going
where the bucks are, baby!" Landsbergis said the country would join the N.F.C. East division.
N.F.L. Commissioner Paul Tagliabue said Lithu-:
ania would be able to put all of its nearly 4 million
inhabitants on the roster for pre-season, but would be
forced to limit itself to 2 million for the regular season.
He saw this as no big advantage over the regular teams.
"What the hell has Lithuania ever done in football?"
asked the commissioner, rhetorically, of course.
_ The country-team will be called the Lithuania Big
Kielbasas, after one of its most famous exports.
Soviet head Mikhail Gorbachev sent tanks into the
Baltic state upon hearing the news, but they were turned
back by 600,000 defensive linemen.

·Space shuttle abused,
used for drinking beer

Main Street goons in
big trouble

New Serenity product
for the really lazy

I'
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The Pub will be tapping its kegs again, on
April 19. Will you be there?

"No way!?! Yes, definitely! I can't
believe it's happening! Totally!

"I shall definitely be there. It's a part
of university life and students should
be able to drink sensibly. "

"Most definitely. It's about time, and a ·
good deal."

"Hold oil. -I'm tJ:ying to inhale this
low-flying bird."

Debbie Fox
Senior
Psychology

Paul Copp
English Exchange Student

Mary Coch
Junior
Communications

John Robert
Senior
Cheese Molding

Durling discover ed to be Mike Nesmith
By Tewie Danashovelshit

Bob Dtirling, Editor-in-Chief of The New Hampshire, has
admitted he is, in fact, ex-Monkee Michael Nesmith and loving
son of the woman who invented liquid paper. (Actually his
mother died a few years ago, but he said he still loves her, God
rest her soul, of course.)
Although Nesmith had been successful in portraying the
now 21-year-old Durling for the past four years, the 42-year-old
Nesmith was identified over the weekend by UNH Interim
Preside~t and reported "#1 Monkee Fan", Gus Kinnose.
According to Kinnose, this past Saturday night he was
dreaming his usual nightly Monkees episodic dream. It was one
of his all-time favorite re-runs; the one where the singers get a job
answering t~lephones for an uncle's answering service. Kinnose
said that immediately after the group sang "I'm a Believer",
while running around and trashing the office, a telephone r~ng.
Then, said Kinnose, "the most unbelievable thing happened. Mike Nesmith answered the red phone and said, 'Yes. I
am Bob Durling.' Then I knew where I'd seen Bob before! He's
my favorite Monkee!"
Kinnose said he awoke in a cold sweat, .while screaming
"Hey! Hey! He's a Monkee! Hey! Hey! He's a Monkee!" and
could not fall back to sleep. He tried to wake his wife, but she said
she didn't care as ·she only had eyes for Davey Jones, the.short
British Monkee. As soon as dawn broke Sunday morning, he
confronted Nesmith who was walking his pet turtle, Clarksville,
down Main Street.
Nesmith said that after years of running away from his
Monkee' s identity, he choose the name "Bob Durling" and began
to live his life over. He chose to attend UNH because it was far
far away from L.A. "It's also the only school that accepted m~,"
he added after a moment.
"In actuality," said Nesmith, ''The whole thing (pretending
he was twenty-one) was just an excuse to hit on Micky's daughter. (Ami Dolenz from "She's Out of Control") She's a babe!
Don't print that."
When reached, Ms. Dolenz said, ''You know, if he just
stayed as Mike Nesmith, you know, I would have gone for him,
you ~now, like totally! But once I saw this Bob Durling guy, I

thought, like, 'what a geek! What a dweebish-lookingmoronic-loser-fool jerk! ~iq? ass though.'"
Many of those who have known Nesmith during his
time at UNH were shocked to hear of Durling's true
. identity, including Byron Mung, his roommate of two
years. ''You know, not once was there any weird phone
calls from any weird L.A. types. You know, I would have.
liked to meet Davy Jones, you know. I mean, he was my
favorite Monkee. Don't you think? Davey Jones was, like,
· really cool, you know with his accent and everything."
Friends and associates, in fact, seem to very disappointed that Durling turned out to be Nesmith. Nesmith
does not seem to l:,e the most popular Monkee. All of
Durling's friends said that if Durling had to be a Monkee, .
it would have been a much better revelation if Durling had,

in fact been Davey Jones, or Peter Tork.
"Before this whole Nesmith thing, I
always wondered if Bob (Durling) was·
in reality Peter Tork. I mean, they are
both so dumb and goofy,"- said Blaise
Pascal, Nesmith's roommate freshman
_
year.
"Boy it would have been cool to say
'Hey! When I was in college, my roommate was Davey Jones! I'm so Cool, eh?'
But now I can't because it was only Mike
Nesmith. So like, what's the big deal?
He's just another Monkee."
Nesmith admitted that the most
difficult adjustment to college was the
forsaking of his beloved hat. "In the ··
beginning I felt so naked and alone with-:out one, but I figur~ that if I continued .:
to wear one, people would know. And I
couldn't risk it. Now I'll occasionally
wear a Mickey Mouse hat I picked up the
last time I was in Disneyworld, but only
at home, in my bathroom. With a hat, my
identity is obvious - You wouldn't believe it."
Nesmith also said that the real reason he did not join the rest of the Monkees on their reunion tour was because
his professors would not let him take his
finals early.
''Yeah, I was really bummed, but in
order to tour, you gotta start around
April 10th, and my professors just ~eren't
into the idea of letting me get out of here
early. Yeah, I resented it, but Jtcouldn't
blow my cover, you know; and let the
headlines read, ''Nesmith can't Monkee
around; He's got final exams." It would
have blown my cover."
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Gnus terrorize campus unhindered

Rus

read about som~ obscure unjust law, or small persea~ runnning loose through cuted foreigncountry, and you sayto yourself, "Geez,
bur campus, and all we can think about is parking. I didn't know about that!"? You didn't know about
The administration has remained mute on this ap- them because I invented them! I throw in a little
palling issue, and the Student Senate has predictably background to make the whole crap seem plausible.
done nothing. What a damn disgrace. It just makes And you idiots fall for it! Every damn time! Like a ton
you sick to the stomach. Sick, sick, sick. Blah. Blecch. of bricks! Like six hundred pounds of yellowish goo!
I spit on the pathetic, mealy-mouthed, simpering,
Anyway, a little backgromi.d. Gnus,
boot-licking, -smelly, cheese-toothed, poopy-butted also known as wildebeests, (not to be confused with
pantywaists that allow this mockery of justice to Gus, also known as a Wild beast) have been roaming
continue unabated all o~er campus and even into around campus butting people and leaving little
some parts 9f rural Durham. What a damn disgrace. goodwill packages, if you know what I mean. (Here
First, a little background. Like you are some parentheses.) In their desperate search for
haven't heard- that before. You know why there's · food, they've been taking the food right out of the
always a little background? Because all the editorials mouths of babes. And the homeless, too: The poor
are made up! Haha! You_know those ones where you homeless. Out there with _no damn homes. You know

why? Seabrook. Did you know that New Hampshire
has poured $6.2 billion into Seabrook, while taking
$5.4 billion out of the budget to house the homeless?
Money going to a thing that will kill people if it melts
down, being taken out of a thing that saves lives.
What a damn disgrace.
.
Ha, I made that up, too! Anyway,
we've got to stop these gnus. How? I don't know! I
just criticize people, I don't propose any solutions.
That'd be too risky, because people would then criti~
cize me! Here's another sentence ending in an exclamation point!
And here's the dramatic, one sentence ending. ·"You'd expect more from the fabled
Honkytonk Man."
·

•
L.N,MMN:LMMW--'■-----i--~-----··········· ··· ·························,·············,
sunny Gettysburg! Tempera- people challenge my opinions:
tures have been averaging in It makes me feel uncomfortthe nineties, and most of the able. I think people who don't
day I just lie out on the beach agree with me should be boiled
and take a few sips from a tall, in their own spit.
To the Editor:
I'm sick -of reviews that
I'm writing about the so- cool fruity drink! The students
wear shorts or bikinis all the criticize UNH productions.
called "comic" that you published this semester. It perpetu- time, and . they 'play a lot of Hey- who are you, anyway? I
think I should write my own
ated .every stereotype there frisbee. It's just great!
reviews so I would agree with.
Alright,
you
bastards,
ever · was about a fine topic.
This "comic" makes fun of the you saw right through me. I · them, except I'm too busy getthing that I love, which I don't got shit-canned. The students ting mad and whining all the
hated me. I'm drinking myself time. Nobody should criticize
like, so·I'i::n writing this letter.
into
a goddamn stupor every anything.·
Comicsaren'ttheplacetomake·
day
here
on the beach at Maui.
fun of something. Stuff should
I've got virtually no cash left.
be made fun of only through
proper diplomatic channels. If I've been talking to this guy Sincerely,
you want to make fun of some- named Rico, and he says he
can hook me up with a way to
thing. I love, you gotta do it
I.M. Pretentious
get
quick cash. I'm sick of
right to my face. Or don't you
combing
through
the
damn
have the guts, Mr. Cartoonist?
sand looking for nickels. I've
Huh? Huh? Of course, the
been
living off the dumpster
Theater Dept.
paper is always doing great
behind
McDonalds.
I
already
things, but I never write in to ·
congratulate you then. I only sold all my suits for booze
write in- when a tiny . error money. At night I wander
catches my eye and makes me around frotn overhanging tree
to overhanging tree, seeking
feel all yucky inside.
shelter,
wearing just my Fruit
· By the way, I, like everyTo the Editor:
of the Looms. Things are lookone else, always put comic in
Boy, that Dan Quayle sure
ing pretty grim. ·
· quotes when I write in, like
And dumb, too!
is
young!
Hope everything is going
"comic," to indicate my supeHahahaha!
rior nature. See, if a strip fine with you bastards.
doesn't make me laugh, like
Sincerely,
Love,
Garfield does, it isn't really a
Every Comedian in the
Ex-somebody Gordon
comic, yol\ know? So if it isn't
World
a comic, it should be in quotes. Haaland

"Comic"
really poopy

Dan Quayle

See, that also serves to degrade
the comic, by questioning its
very name. Oh, I am so clever.
Love me.

Just damn
sick and tired

Not all
that bad

To the Editor:
To the Editor:
Just when I think your
I am tired, sick and tired, publication is horrible, just
of the rank insensitivity of The when I t~nk all your photos
New Hampshire. Sick and are terrible, just when I think
tired. Not just sick; not just your stories a:-e dull like a
tired. Sick and tired.
. stump, I pick up an issue of
Let me tell you why I'm Main Street, and suddenly you
sick and tired. It's because I guysseem like the cat's meow.
To the Editor:
Hi! It's me, Gordo! don' tagree with your positions
Love,
Everythi,ig' s gqing fjl,le here in on things. I don't. UJ<e ~hen
Ernie -Polkastem .
Sincerely,
GuntherStumdenhuffen

Update from
Gordo

1,

The New Hampster is an annual
April Fools' edition of The New
Hampshire. ·Everything in hereis
lies, lies, all big1,r:fat.fies.. So we
ask of you, very nicely--please
don't sue us, okay? Let's all
share a hearty chuckle. Ah, that
fe~ls good, doesn't it? Now let's
share some brewskis. Ah, that
feels good, too!

,1!~'

······················································
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JAIL-BAIT ROBERTSON, Manages
COME ON EILEEN~MALLOY BarelyManages
MERRY TERRI, Snooze Editor
HALEY'S COMET, News Abuser
NEIL ARMSTRONG, Shorts Editor
LOU GRANT, Spurts Editor
MIKE PANHANDLE, Porno Editor
BEEN FRAZLED, Porno Editor
LAURA'S MEAN, Farts Editor
CHICKEN NOODLE, Borum Editor
DANGEROUS POTLUCK, Perverting Manager
MIKE IS LYIN; Busy Mc:inager
Perverting Asses

Snooz Gatherers

Chris Can Sing
Sofa Sleeper
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Happy Happy Day--O de
to a great green salad
Ii

he o.t her day, I went to th~ MUB Pub for lunch. I
was in a very bad mood. But then I got to the salad bar, and
guess what I saw? Peas! I was so happy! I love green peas
in my salad; when I eat salad. I think salad-eating is fun
because you put what you want in it, and no one can tell
yo1: otherwise, except sometimes when you are with
friends, and you don't want them to think that all yoti eat
is the potato salad. So on those days, you try to get only
healthy things, like, you know, just greens and maybe a
splash of oil and vinegar. So aside from those days, when
your friends are around, and watching, well those days
are happy salad days.
And on happy salad days I'm just ecstatic.
(Ecstatic means greater fhan just plain happy, doesn't it?)
I usually get a layer of those fresh green peas and line the
bottom of one of those little styrofoam bowls with those
,cute little grass-colored spheres. Oh, and I know styrofoam
is bad for the environment, and I'm into recycling, but I
always forget to bring a little bowl of my own, but you
know, you should. Then I always stand back and look at
my little peas, and hope that they don't mind being

by Scarey Tarrie
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Cute little
duckie

smooshed by the other stuff I'm going to put on top.
Sometimes I dump on carrots and cauliflower, but on
other days, I like to make the second layer all white, so I
put in some cottage cheese and cauliflower. Yep, I load it
up with c-words, he! he! he! Then after I dump on a
tomato, and some of those nice crunchy croutons that
were made out of stale b_read they probably took out the
garbage when no one was_ looking, I put on the salad
· dressing. And do you know what salad dressing is best?
Yup. The creamy dill.
So what I'm trying to say is that the next time you
go to play with the MUB Pub salad bar, be nice to it. Love
it. When you scoop out some french dressing, try not to
dribble it all over the tofu. It gets me mad. It gets me
grossed out.
Thanks. Because you should treat the salad bar
in the same way you like to be treated yourself; as a friend.
Thanks again and again.

Scarey Tarrie is a concerned Senior majoring in ?alad Bar
Development.
·
·

Cows are my friends
by Merry Terri Berry

by Bessie Mae

ti

Newmarket. Or to Durham, whichever way I am going.
And right there, ~n between· the two town~, is a farm with
the coolest cows you have ever seen. I like to call them
"Oreo Cows." Why, you may ask? Because they look just
.like Oreo cookies! They are all black except for a thick,
white band going around the center of the cow-right
where the cream should, be. The first time I saw them, I
almost got in a ca~ acddent because I had to take a double
take. It is quite a sight to see-about fifty cows, all with the
white stripe down their middles, all standing around,
eating, rolling around in the mud, or just standing around.
I was quite disappointed when I found out that these cows
aren't unique to Newmarket. My mother sent me a picture
from Gourmet magazine with these same exact cows in it.
Except they were very clean. They must have all gotten
baths just for the picture. They were on a really green
rolling hill. I think the picture was taken in California, and
the cows are actually called "butch Banded Cows," or
something like that. Well, anyway, those cows just make
me smile. It's best on areal warm day, with the sun shining.
I just roll down my window and say hello-MOOOOOO!!!
Yup, I always MOO to my buddies. No matter how rotten
my day is, those cows can really cheer me up. They were

ows. A lot of people think they are smelly. Dirty.
No good__. People turn their noses up when they pass a
farm ... they think the smell of manure is disg_u sting. But
what people don't know is that cows are actually a lot of
fun. Listen up, people. Cows a.re pretty awesome.
What would the world do without milk? I cannot
even fathom an Or~o or a warm, fresh-out-of-the-oven,
homemade chocolate chip cookie· without a big, cold glass
of milk? People drink mHk everyday, and yet they take
milk for granted. Big guys drink a gallon ofmilk a day.
Cows should be sacred just for the milk they produce.
Anq have you ever looked at·a cow? They are so
cute! I like the black and white ones best. But don't think I
discriminate or anything. I like the brown and white ones
just as much. Their eyes are so big; their eyelashes are so
long! How can anyone resist a cow when they MOO to you
and blink their pretty eyes?
They do provide entertainment in the more rural
parts of New England. In/a custom called "Cow Tipping,"
cows become the object of cruelty. This popular tradition
seems to be most popular among drunk people, who find
pleasure in romping in a cow pasture at night, stepping in really cute this winter,
right after a snowstorm. The snow
manure, only to tip a sleeping, standing cow over. Now, I would pile up on
their backs. I would always want to stop
have never have partak~n in this ''adventure," but to many and brush them off.
I wonder if they get cold in the winter.
it has become an enjoyable past time. Drunk people seem Anyway, those Oreo
cows provide ,me with a personal
to like having pissed-off cows charging after them. I know enjoyme:n.t.
· I don't like to be woken up in the middle of the night, so I
I even have started a collection of cows to show
would be very pissed off if I were a cow, especially a my appreciation
for them. I have a puppet cow named
standing up one. But perhaps I will go Cow Tipping Moses. Moses loves
to dance and MOO. I have another
sometime in the future. In any case, this is another action · stuffed animal cow
called Porterhouse. Which brings me
cows should be applauded for.
to my last point about the importance of cows. The most
Cows also cheer me up. Whenever I have a bad excellent thing about cows is that they
make a mean Big
day, and I am really down, I just drive down route 108 to

mnce, a parking ticket, .
upon my windshield was stuck.
Should I lick it?
'I asked to a nearby-swimming duck.
But the duck just looked at me. And
said.
Boy, that's really yucky.
Are you -ever unlucky.
Merry Terri Berry, a singing waitress,
occassionally cleans up after diners who have
just thrown up their supper.

Mac. Man, I love my hamburger. I love Big Macs. Nothing .
can beat a Big Mac and a · Coke. And steak teriyaki is
_awesome too.Just because I love them doesn't mean I don't
eat them.
So the next time yo_u drive pass a pasture of cows,
roll down your window and moo hello. Cows are special
animals- without them, the world would definitely be a
different place. Cows are my friends. I hope they can be
your friends, too.

Bessie Mae is a junior majoring in cow management.
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BY SPUD HEAD

POTATO LAND

NEIGHBORHO OD FRENZY .
ICOUNTING THe HOMuess. /

BY MICK DAGGER
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Are you a WOMA N
like this? ·

Are you a MAN
like this?

Are you
lookin g
for this?
• CALL Th~e L~st L~veii ne
~
*We

· 1-900~ 666-69 69

~

uarantee that YOU will · et a date!
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Styx is back
together, and
their monster
tour is about
to begin

James
Brown:
poet,
man of
God
By Eoinn 0' Caerbhaill
James "the Godfather of
Soul" Brown is still serving out his
prison sentence for his crazed drug
run, but nevertheless continues to
be as productive ancl import ant a
force in art world as ever. He
recently sent The New Hampster
this photo of himself and a letter.
In his letter, Brown expressed his desire to atone for his
wrongs and .stated that he was
truly reformed and in fact was
nowadevoutCalvinist. AsBro_wn
says
"Hu!
Calvin
muhu...reet ...ack!"
Despite his new religion,
Brown still aspires to being the
Godfather of soul. The only problem is, his new religion is so strict
that it does not allow, frivoulous
singing or dancing. But with the
release of his new book, Hu! Hu!
Sing Funky! Brown will prove to
the world that not only is he still
the Godfather of Soul, but that he
is in fact much more than simply a
whirling, babbling, dervish of
funk. He is in fact a, sensitive and
pithy poet. Here is a selection
from one of James' best known
songs, Sex Machine. ,Imagine, if
you can, that you have never heard
the song before and let the majestic power of the words simply roll
over you, carry you to another
place.
Get Up! Get on up!
Get Up! Get on up!
Stay on the Scene .. .like a Sex
Machine!
Hu! l said.) said I got... got
the the feelin'
I got to get...you give me ·
fev~r ... and a cold sweat!
Get Up! Get on up!
The way I like it .. .is the way
. is!
I got mine ...don' t worry about
hisf
Get Up! Get on up!
Get Up! Get on up!
Stay on the scene.. .like a loving machine!
Critics are fighting each
other like rabid dogs in the street
to get ahold of advance copies of
this book. This is surely a work of.
such literary importance, yet from
such an unexpected source, that
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James Brown, newly reformed after a stint in the big house.

the uproar it is causing among the
literati is equalled only by the discovery of the lost Robert. Frost
Notebooks. Certainly a good sign
for James' first printed work
James tells us that although
prison is terrible place, his spirits
are high. He is hard at work transcribing some of his less intelligible .songs; he and his editor,
Noam Chomsky, have had to
develop an entirely new phonetic

system to capture the true essence
of his more mature works, such as
Living in America. James describes
the experience of working with
the great man as: "Vasas HU! R'R'R
eeet!"
He adds that he does miss
singing, but still occasionally gets
the chance to yell "Hu hu JUMP
BACK! I Say touch Yourself!" in
the prison showers. Good luck
James, and keep those ·cards and
lyrics coming!

did not sell well at all, and his
By Stu Debaker
second, the unfortunately titled
Legendary 1970's superWashed-Up Talentless Stiff dideven
group Styx announced plans to
worse; critical opinion ranged
regroup and tour the U.S., includfrom "a tasteless miasma of musiing a stop at UNH in May. Styx
cal
cliches" (Rolling Stone) to "a
captured the collective imaginadesperately weak attempt by an
tion of the entire planet during the
inherently lame singer" (Shaw's
70' s with masterpieces· such as
mother). Shaw, in a fit of artistic'
Grand Illusuion, Paradise Theatre,
pique, put his hand through the
and Mr. Roboto. They have been
wall of his home recording studio,
enjoyingarevivalsince1988, when
followed by his other hand, his
rock poet Bob Dylan, as reported
feet,
and his head. He was stuck
in these pages, decided to record ·
therefor 6 weeks. During this time,
and perform only Styx songs. Late
Shaw claims, he was visited by the
last year, Dylan's version of
disembodied spirit of Rasputin
"Rockin' In Paradise" shot to the
who told him to "eat ...beets."
top of the charts, prompting the
Emboldened by this advice, Shaw
boys to reunite.
emb~rked on· the "Monk They
"I guess we've all just got
Couldn't Kill Tour" with Carl
'foo Much Time On Our Hands,'
" quipped Styxman Dennis . "Kung-Fu Fighting" Douglas, but
not until he had extricated himself
DeYoung. "I think all of us have
from the wall.
learned a lot about ourselves. I've
At the press conference
been spending most of my time on .
announcing the start of the tour
my ranch in_Idaho, growing ba(which will culminate in. a pay' nanas and smearing myself with
per-view concert/home video
marshmallow fluff. At 5:30 every
cassette/doubleCDwiththeRollday I drivel into town and meet my
girlfriend at the laundromat for a . ing Stones, to be titled Styx 'n'
Stones), Shaw and DeYoung were
spin."
their
old wacky selves, clowning
TomrilyShaw, who has been
it up for the reporter who was in
pursuing a career-as a coat rack
attendance. "Hey-we're all living
and part-time political consultant
in
a grand illusion. The gig is up,
to the firm of Up, Up, and Away,
the
news is out, they've finally
commented ''Yeah, well, Dennis
found me," joked DeYoung.
has kind of lost it, but life on the
"Look: let's just rock and roll!" All
road always brings him back to
of
us at UNH should count our-•
life. Once we kick into "Don't Let
selves
lucky to be a part of the
It End," the j~ices start pumping
expereience. SCOPE director Steve
and he's a rock 'n' roll animal."
Roderick explained his decision
The truth is, Shaw has had
to
book Styx: "I just melt every
personal problems of hi sown since
time I hear "Come Sail Away."
the demise of Styx. His first solo
Hey, don't we all?
album Hey- I Used To Be In' Styx!

Me, tw o cats and Cinderella
By ArtsyFartsyMenyTerri vince me otherwise.
Unfortunately,
Last week I
went to see the UNH production Mittens brought her best friend
of "Cinderella." It was great. It (she says he is only a friend, but ..
was the best play I've seen in a .) Sweet Pea, to the play. Now
long long time. I had?the best Sweet Pea is really cute, (a really
time. So did my kitty, Mittens. flufty tabby kitten) and I think
Mittens thought that Wicked step- that they could make a really cute
sister #1 (played by Oneida couple sometime in the future, but
Cookie) did the best job on stage Sweet Pea was just all out of conin her dynamic portrayal of the trol all night. Never take a cat
anger and hate and jealousy that going through puberty to a theCindy's step-sisters must have atre. When Mittens told him to
gone through. It was as if Cookie behave or else leave, well, Sweet
wanted the audience to see be- Peatookitpersonally. Hetookoff
yond history. Through Cookie's and started scratching some of
experience on stage, Mittens said those met'11 chairs we Were sitting
she was grabbed by the notion on. And ouch! That really hurt
· that, perhaps, Cindyrellie wasn't everyone's ears, so guess what?
the kind, sweet, demure and · They had to stop the play while
abused sister that appeared on Mittens went and calmed down
the surface. I think Mittens had a Sweet Pea who was just fuming
p.oint,but she really~ouldn'tcon- by now. I was just sitting there in

my seat, and oh my! Was I embarrassed. I thought, ,;Now is almost
as embarrassing as the time I left
my car in neutral in my driveway.
Except that I live on a hiil, and the
cute little car rolled down the
. driveway and into some trees .
And I had to get it towed. Out of
my own driveway. And I just felt
dumb." So like, this was how I
was feeling now . .
Well, anyway,
the show went on, and as I was
saying, it was great. Because now
was the really fun part, the huge
Royal Ball was going on. I mean,
you have to say that it is really
neat, because even though you've
seen the play a billion times, and
you know Cindy is going to,make
it out at the stroke of midnight just
fine, well you get scared. Like
what would happen if some~ne

screwed up and she didn't get out.
And UNH'sgrand production was
no exception. The drama was just
intense. It was great. Just great. I
was just hanging on to my seat,
"Is she going to make it? Is she
going to make it?" I could barely
keep my eyes open, the tension
was just like that of a little -piano
wire holding up a ship. I mean, it
was really intense tension.
But she made it.
The UNH players got Cindy out
of the ball and into the pumpkin
on time. And the rest is history. It
was great. I loved it. And ·in the
end, so did Sweet Pea. And afterwards, Mittens and Sweet Pea
decided to go steady. it was so
cute.
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By Mik Legweak

Despite recent cuts in the
university athletic system, Director of Athletics Mike O'Beal has
announced the installation of yet
another varsity sport.
As of next fall, the UNH Gladiators will compete against other
collegiate teams within the North
American Demolition Sports Conference (NADS).
~'We're · very excited about
adding another varsity sport to our
system," said O'Beal. "It's about
time we had more contact sports in
college. We need our students to
realize it's a tough world out there
and contact sports are a great way
to introduce this reality to.them."
Tryouts will be held May 13 at
midnight in the basement of the
MUB, where the old Channel 11
used to be. A replica of the national
American Gladiators course has
beensetuptotestthetrueabilities
Name: PerrySpareme
of the superathletes.
Sport: Candlepin bowling
Athletes will be selected on
Age: s
Profile: A dedicated, indiscreet athlete who takes his sport more . the basis of four categories: most
seriously than most. He won't wear bowling shoes, insisting that he creative nickname, deepest, most
savage Tan-o-rama tan, highest
can't let anything come between him and the wood. "I like to slide
level of testosterone· found in the
more than the average Joe."
Hobbies: Watching American-Gladiators. Shopping at Ames. Polish-

body's system, and lowest square
yardage of material for the costume.
Candidates will be expected
to fail a urine test before the actual
tryouts begin. After completion of
the urine analysis, the athletes will
prepare themselves for the endurance part of the tryout.
Swinging from ropes tied to
the ceiling in the basement of the
MUB, the athletes will be expected
to create a Tarzan-like mating call,
while plummeting their body
towar~s their opponent.
Among the members of tile
recruiting board will be five select
national American Gladiators
team members. With their strength
lying· in their ability to know a
good mating call when they hear
one, they will judge the at}lletes on
this category only.
"It comes from the gut," said
Zap, one of the American Gladiator team members who will help
select the UNH team. "It's awesome. A deep grunt is a happy ,
grunt. Ooohhh, I love a good
grunt!"
Diali "Nitron" Thompson,
former gladiator, has been named .

head coach for the '90-91 season.
His main hope is to see his team
make it to the finals in its first
season at UNH.
• "Really man, it's hard to say,"
said Thompson. "I mean, ya know,
it's hard.Tan-o-rama's prices have
gone up. I think we can do it
though. I know we can. Yes, we
will. Yes, YES, YES!"
_ With the obvious excitement
of the new coach, and the possibility of bring home some hardware
in this new prestigious sport, the
UNH Athletic Department is looking forward to having yet another
outlet to bring in some of the better
athletes across the nation;
The selection process will be
final as of May 26 and the list of
team members will be announced
during the commencement ceremonies at graduation. Out of the
75-100 expect.e d men and women
trying out, only 11 men and two
women will be selected.
"Yeah, ya know, we only have
one locker room," said Coach
Thompson. "It's hard ya know.
Women take up a lot of spa<;e. It's
hard. All I can say is it's h~rd.
They're just gonna have to share."
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Freedo m. of choice
•

•

~

,#

·. by,.,D .: Sheppard
ti

f all the articles pri~ted thus far pertain- two concepts. By allowing the University to do
ing to the mid-semester tuition increas~, none this, we are in effect saying that any time they
have addressed the real issue: Principle and feel they need·· more money, they · can raise
Faitness. This tuition hike at this inopportune · tuition-at any time. And., like gopd, obedient
time is quite frankly a ·subtle form of black- children we must pay. Right?
mail-pay up or a.) you can not graduate, b.)
By allowing this to happen once, we are
setting precedent. The administration says that
by warning students of a possible increase, they
are legally entitled to raise tuition part way .
through the sem_ester. I disagree and am doubtful of the legality of their position. A warning of
a possible increase is not to be confused or
equated with a contract stating: Do you, the
student, agree to the terms of this contract, that

understanding the implications and possible
ramifications, then you are subjec~ to those terms
and are free to sign-albeit you would be fool- ish to do so. Freedom of choice is the issue here.
If tuition increases are promulgated before registration commences, then that is a different
story. Students have the option to attend the
school or not, to pay or not. We, the student
body, have not been allowed freedom of choice
and therein lies the principle of this issue.
It is high time that we realize that the
only way we can protect our tights is to fight for
them. It is not too late to speak out on this issue.
A student rally is being held Thursday, April 5
at 12:30 p.rn. on the Thompson Hall lawt1: This

you may not pre-register, ot c.) perhaps be deregistered form your classes even though you
are more than half way through and have received confirmation of these classes (with the
confirmed schedules to prove it). But those who .
blithely hand over the ransom demand of
$300.00 will never know the outcome of these
possible scenarios, now, will they? No one can
predict the outcome of a school-wide student
boycott. Of course not-it is much easier to go
with the flow than to make waves. No one is y~m accept willingly the tuition fee with the
willing to take a risk and stand up for their condition that we may raise tuition in March of
rights.
this year? Under the aforementioned ·terms,
Yes,rights. lam well aware of the budget you, the student, hereby have the choice to
problems and understand that action must be register or not. No. A possible increase is not the may be your last chance to voice your opinion
taken. I am simply stating that a mid-semester same as a certainty. Often times, contracts con- on the tuition increase. There is strength in
tuition increase is unjust. I am not against a tain escalator clauses which clearly state that · numbers.
tuition increase. I am against a mid-semester fees may be increased under the duration of the
increase. There is a great difference between the contract and if you agree to these terms, fully D. Sheppard is a student at UNH.
~
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THE UNH DAIRY BAR GOES
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PETITIONS ARE
NOW AVAILABLE
FOR:

SOUTH
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BORDER

WITH THEIR NEW
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AS YOU LIKE IT- WITH MILD,
· MEDIUM OR HOT SALSA .

DELICIOUS
CRISPY

~00

a~1ttr

·_ · · A LARGE, MEXICAN-STYLE, TORTILLA BASKET FILLED
WITH SPICED GROUND BEEF AND LOTS OF GARDEN
FRESH VEGETABLES, TOPPED OFF WITH SHARP CHEESE,
·:. CHILLI PEPPERS, AND YOUR CHOICE OF SAL~A.
, AN EXCITING, NUTRITIOUS TREAT THAT'S SURE TO
. p·ERK UP YOUR DAV, AT A PRICE YOU'LL WANT TO
COME BACK FOR.
.
*Monday and Friday special -starts next Monday

.

'

T3Y Pick up petitions i~ the ·

student senate office ·.·

.~

DUE: FRIDAY, APRIL l3th.~-4pm

RETURN TO: BETH CLARK,
PARLIAMENJARIAN, ROOM 13.0, MUB ·

.P ■ -s

Eatery

38 Main Street
868-7449
Take out * Eat in

·· -·
·
eaturing.
* B-B-Q Roast Beef * Ho~ & Cold Subs
* Salads & lots more!
* Fresh Seafood
Check out our daily specials and homemade soups!

. t~~ Gran d · l; ~~
. (;~;o peni ng .· "
9

. .

:$~

~

BASH

}~
Win Celtics Tickets!
Thursday Ap~il 5th 4-6pm
WE RZ Live!

free food and give aways!

Grand Opening Specials:
.
•
' .
1
■---------------------------------------

IJ.P's Junior Beef I

I

i

.I

I

with B-B-Q Sauce

$

1soplus tax-

I

$100off

.
I■Sea{oodanyDinner

with this couponl

with this coupon

----------------------------------------·
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Fun, fun, -fun, fun
Four bands perform in benefit concert
By Philip Fujawa Jr.

volunteer the time."
"4 BANDS 4 BUCKS FOR
The people who showed up
KIDS" read the sign·. They should · last Thursday night were not dishave said "For Fun" because it appointed. Each band put on a
sure was. .Last Thursday night show that appealed to at least part
four up and ·coming bands played of the audience. Cottleston Pie
in the Granite State Room of the _ was the first act of the night and as
MUB to help raise money to take is the fate of many opening bands
kidsfromtheSomersworthGroup the crowd wasn't quite. ready 'to
Home.
· get into it' for their set.
Denise Prescott, who works
When Super Fudge Chunk
at the Somersworth home, finallycameoutaftertheirsound"wanted to find a way to get the check any chances of sitting back
kids outdoors." The UNH gradu- relaxed were destroyed. Maybe
ate saw the New Hampshire Out- they should change their name to
ing. Club as the best group of Super-FUNK Chunk. They came
people to help her do this. She out and hit the audience -with an
found four very good bands who extremely energetic set. Their
were willing to donate their time selections varied from thrash, to
and efforts to the cause. So last funk, to some songs that bordered
Thursday the kids took their first on rap. From the wild antics of the
step to the outdoors when Cot- band to the dancers they had with
tle~ton Pie, Super Fudge Chunk, them on stage there wasn't anyThe Rhythm. Crazies, and Father _ thing about them that -could be
ija~re played ~ show to benefit thought of as less than -exciting.
tli:~!r cause.
Next come ~he Rhythm Craft\ DrewWebster,leadsingerfor ziesand whatcanisaythathasn't
~µper Fudge Chunk said ·''The already been said. Like SFC their
bands need exposure:a nd if they.re stage manners ·were outlandish.
willing t<Yask us we're willing to . Their dr~ss was out of this world.
·-

And their musicianship was outstanding. While funk was also an
influence here they weren't quite
as thrashy. Generous use of harmonica and trumpet gave the band
a sound that defied their four
member line up. I couldn't help
but feel, though, that sQme of their
songs got long winded. Except for
those one or two numbers though
the set was very good.
·
Father Nature showed up a
little late and had to q1t their set
short, but what they did was very
good display , guitar work. As
many bands do, Father Nature had
a very obvious Grateful Dead -influence, but they managed not to
really overdo it like many bands
do. They played a set' that included great ~overs of "Quinn the
Eskimo" and ''The Harder theyCome." Being a sucker for good
guitar work I would have to say
Members of Super Fudge Chunk getting a little rowdy.
that this was my favorite part of
(Ben Frazier photo)
the evening, but ~heir were plenty
of people there who would say the
same for any of the bands.
kidsfromtheSomersworthGroup On any level it would have to be
When all was said and done . Home outdoors. Their ffrst trip is said that Thursday night was ·an
NHOC had raised $598 to take the ' this weekend .to Mt. Chichorua. O'Vefl-Vhelming success.

·.,. ·,~'f'n~-~s~~Sl~?:~,t~:. flt)t j)}i~
·,

.:r1 · ·
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By Michelle Purdum

· I turned away from my conservative silk shirt and grabbed a
l?-!"cknumberwithlace. Myfriend
had warned me that I'd stick out
like a sore thumb in anything tqo
nice. I pulled on the requisite tight
jeans, black biker boots and a
leather jacket, used ·s or 6 more
ounces of hairspray, -and I was
ready.
I wasoffonmywayto WHEB
Night/Down with New Kids on
the Block Night at Decadence i_n
Oover.

Members of Rag Doll at Deca
(Michelle Purdum photo)

1

:g ,r~ol} \;j ;~ ·:l,l{)t•:,~-;,;. -

The opening· band was The ·
I found Decadence with more
than a little help. There are no Sense, out of- Portland, Maine.,
signs to help you. When I walked They did a lot of U-2, some Cult
down into a dark, smokey room and a few originals.
This was a night for soun::.
with Steven Tyler lookalikes and ·
aspiring Elviras slithering across dalikes. Dan Connor, the-vocalist,
the floor, I realized why they used looked like one of the New Kids,
to call this The Dungeon.
· but did a µell of a Bono on "New
The headliner was to be Rag Year's Day". · Guitarist Jimmy
Doll, a Toronto#· Canada-based Landry took over .vocals for the
Aerosmith spin~off _b and. An Cult's "Sanctuary'' and did a mean
Aerosmithdevotee from way back, job on it~ too.
It was great to hear Clash's
I was primed for some down and
dirty rock-n-roll, and that's what I -"Rock the Casbah" for the first
got, but not from where I expected: time in years, but the band's origi-

nals w~re the best. "Souis ·of concemed,ifyou Wanna_d~Tyle_r,
Bithche;,, and "Measure the yougottahitthehig.l1ones,h<>ney.
Times" along with "Cat's Blues"
· In all fairness they'did a lot of
were. gutsy tunes with a 'lot of the good old stuff, lik~ ~'Home
style.
·
· Sweet Home", "Trai_n 'Kept A
During break, Lori Dee and Rollin"', '~Walk the Dog", ~rid (
Jerry Benson fro~ WHEB had somestuffoff Permanenfll,ac:ation
people~mashingNewKidsonthe and Pump: "Dude Loo~ Likea
Block records with a hammer. This Lady'', "What It Takes", "H~art's
was the most active the crowd Done Time'~. I -was really- surwas all night. The.rest of the time, prised when they did a good."Lord
it was straight out of Night of the .of the Thighs" from.-:Get -Your
Wings.
Living'Oead. . .
The · acoustics weren't right
Rag Doll final1y came on, and
I was really disappointed. The for these guys, it was so lo~d as to
singer had all the moves down, it be unintelligible. I had to leave
was like watching an Aerosmith early, I couldn't take ·the noise ·
video. He did obscene things with anymore. As of this writing, I still
the mike-and some ribbons he w~s can't hear out of my left ear.
l' d like to see them again in a
wearing, he had the ·mane held ·
back by a ratty sweatband, and bigg~r area, wit~ a more responstrutted across the stage just like sible crowd -and see.. what happens.
Steven would. So, while there's no standing
- The problem was he couldn't
0
for
Rag Doll, The Sense is HOT!
sing like him. His voice cra~ked a
lot on high notes like 1ast child' in Check them out on their current
_"Back in the Saddle". As far as.I'm c~llege tour.
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By Leona Koenig
king.
Kings and Queens. Court jestThe second set introduced the
ers and minstrels. Noblemen and
music of the Bassano Family, the
courtesans. These are the people
first family ·to play from sheet
that should have been on stage
music. The Bassanos played from
Sunday night at PCAC in the
Petrucci
Prints, the printing press
Johnson Theatre. Renaissance
just having been invented. The
music performed by The HampHampshire Consort played the
shire Consort created t~is courtly
pieces, "The Court of Henry VIII,
atmosphere.
Elizabeth I and James I." These
The Hampshire Consort is a
tunes were, as the announcer
-group of four men who play the
pointed out, more melodious and
most interesting instruments.
required
more musical talent from
When I got to the theatre, not rethe performers.
ally knowing what to expect, I
I was amazed at the ability of
read the program hoping it would
the members of The Hampshire
clarify the term, Renaissance
Consort. They continuously
music. No such luck. In fact, I
changed- instruments, playing
became more confused. Cometto,
each one with complete familiarsackbutts and krummhorns?
ity. Trombones, recorders and
What kind of instruments were
drums were played as well as the
these?
krummhorns, sackbutts and corRobert Stibler, one of the
netto. A couple of songs had lyrics
performers, conceived and diand
Nicholas Orovich, Paul Merrected this highly educational
rill and John Rogers sang·in Gerprogram. Where else would I have
man and English, while playing
learned that a krummhorn looks
their various instrum~nts.
like a curled flute and sounds like
I enjoyed this concert because
sopranos with pinched noses? I
The Hampshire Consort: Director, Robert Stibler, Nicholas Orovich, Paul Merrill, and John Rogers.
was
I wouldn't
never figured out what sackbutts . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.. it
it overdifferent.
a Billy Joel
concert,choose
but it
are, but the cornetto looked to my
uneducated musical eye like the of the program was the music of touched uponlively,solemn,ca re- sance time period. Dramatized wasn't a wasted effort to go and
fairy tales also use this type of listen. I learned about the RenaistheSchubinger Family, performed free and slow.
predecessor to the oboe.
Before attending this event, music. It brings to mind the image sance and heard some rather inThere were three sets to each originally at the courts of Maxmilhalf of the program, with five or lian I, the Medicis, and Margue- my only exposure to such music of trumpeters on the ramparts, triguing pieces played on really
six pieces in each set. The first half rite of Austria. These tunes was from films set in the Renais- heralding the arrival of the great fascinating instruments.

Aspiring Local Talent

Jams to the
Soca Beat ..

• • •

Saturday, 12 - 2 p.m. ·
Calypso and Soca from the West Indies.
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JOIN THE NEW HAMPSIDRE STAFF.

9raham Smith (L) and Andy Happel (R) recently performed at The Niche. Look for them at upcoming
_coffehouses, the Smith Hall SpringFest and as openers for Savoy Truffle.
(Blaise Masse photo)
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Satriani sails at the Orpheum
By J.W. Morss
Joe Satriani is the latest pioneer in a line of great (jazz) rock
guitarists including Jimi Hendrix,
John McLaughlin, Jeff Beck, and
Steve Morse (Dixie Dregs). Joe
reportedly first picked up an elec- ·
. tric guitar the day Hendrix died
(9 /18/70). Now, whether the latter case is just all Mohagany mush
isn't important. Hendrix mantle
or not, Satriani has been justly
lauded by critics and fans a.like.
Joe Satriani grew up in Carle ·
Place, New York but didn't start
making his musical mark until he
moved out west to B~rkeley, California in 1979. ForalongwhileJoe
split his time between playing in a
· power pop group called the
Squares, doing odd jobs, and
teaching guitar. Steve Vai, one of
Joe's former students and now an
. established playerhimself,helped
Joe secure a deal with Relativity
culminating in the release of Not
Of This Earth in 1986. The work
moves from the Santana-like
somnolence of "Rubina" (foreshadowing Alien's "Always With
You, Always With Me") to livelier, earthier cuts like "Hordes Of
Locusts."
1987's Surfing With The Alien
was Satriani' s breakthrough and
the highest charting ro.ck guitar
instrumental LP since Jeff B~ck's
Blow By Blow almost twelve years
earlier. Alien is more similar to
Jeff Beck's Wired though: on Alien,
metal meets jazz creating indeed
someStrangeBeautifulMusic. The
1988 Dreaming #11 EP continuea
the momentum toward mass
appeal garnering a Grammy
nomination for "The Crush Of
Love_,,·,. Satriani' s latest work Flying
In A Blue Dream shows the artist
imable to rest on his laurels.
Added .vocals on several tracks
indicate an artist unafraid to take
risks. Satriani incorporates some
new styles on the work, evinced
by the bluesy "Big Bad Moon"
and . the gut-driven "Ride."
Whether the new work will expand his audience depends on
how much taste the average music consumer has- l'll reserve my
judgement for now.
Satriani started his show off
at the Orpheum Theatre last friday night with .t he title cut to Blue· ·
Dream. Backed by Stuart Hamm
on bass and Jonathan Mover on
drums,Joeknifed his way through
the normally airy cut. For two

Just color me in.

Jazz pioneer Joe Satriani.

hours Joe entertained the audience with lightning licks and an
unaffected stage presence. His
remarks to the audience were all
candor. When Joe engaged i'n an
instrumental call-and-response
with his rhythm section during
the encores, Stuart Hamm stole a

.. ·...........................·................................... ···································································
;

call from Satriani which elicited
smiles all around. Whether the
move was scripted or not, my smile
certainly wasn't- and neither was
that of any guitar legend who
might have been looking Up From
The Skies.

*ll-ll-EDITOR'S NOTE***
Due to an editing error, the byline
for the March 13 ·article on the
Sugarcubes was omitted. J.W.
Morss wrote.the article, along with
taking the picture of Sonic Youth
that appeared in the March 30th
issue.
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STUDENT SENATE
PAGE
Bills on the Floor: Sunday, April 1, 1990

Action

Passed
Student Senate Bill XI-97: Recreational Sports Budget
Passed
Student Senate Bill XI-99: Student Press Budget
Tabled
Stude~t Senate Bill XI-104: WUNH Budget
Tabled
Student Senate Bill XI-105: Safe Rides Budget
The Recreational Sports Budget was tabled at the last meeting until further information could be provided.
Over the break, members of Student Senate met with members of the Recreational Sports Department
and
- stressed their concern for the availability of facilities for use by student organizations. The department
responded with an invitation to memt?ers of these organizations to attend scheduling meetings.
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Need a place to live? Need Help? Need to.find something?
ot something to say? ·Got something to sell? Put it in
. 1/E NEW HAMPSHIRE CLASSIFIEDS!
...

AND LET THE CAMPUS HEAR YOU!!
(Just fill out this form and bring it to the Advertising
Office,Rm.110B,, MUB, it's that EASY!)
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Student Body President I Stuclent
_
B ody Vice-Pre·s ident
Elections

lVIEET ·THE
.CANDIDATES ·
Take the opportunity to meet and question the candidates for
Student Body President and Student Body Vice-President.

Student Body President

I

Student Body Vice-President _

l>EBATE
Thursday, April 12th, 12:30-2:00 pm
Strafford Room, MUB
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1982 Subaru GL Wagon 5 speed; body
good ~ondition some rust. Interior
great condition, AM/FM cassette radio $1100 or B.O. Call 742-5205
Soloflex exercise machine. Good
Condition, excellent for entire body
workout. 868-2803·or 964-6459.

$1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!!! Objective:
Fundraiser. Commitment: minimal
money: raise$1400. Cost: zeroinvestment. Campus organizations, dubs,
frats, sororities call OCM C: 1-800-9320528 / 1-800-950-8472, ~xt. 10.
Market Discover Credit Cards on your
campus. HexibleHours. Earnasmuch
as $10/hour. Only 10 positions available. Call 1-800-950-8472, ext: 3010.

4563.

EASY
ATTENTION:
WORK,EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble
products at home. Details 1-602-8388885. Ext. W 18587.

78 Rabbit All maintenance records,
New front tires, need exhaust pipe,
99K. $650 868-5768,

ATTENTION-HIRING! Government
jobs-your area. $17,840-$69,485. Call
1-602-838-8885. Ext. R 18587.

AVATAR CONSIGNMENT SHOP,
Windy Knoll Village. 62 Portsmouth
Ave., Stratham, NH: Gowns, jewelry,.
collectibles, handicrafts, men's,
women's, children's (infants-6x) clothing, Hours: Tuesday-Saturday: 9:305, Thursday: 9:30-7

Looking for students with GOODoutdoor skills in Rock climbing or .White
H20 canoeing to lead wk-end adventure trips through Mead Wilderness
Base. Get .some great experience and
some extra cash. Staff training April
20 and 21. Interested Contact: Brent
Bell - 625-6431.

PEA VEY AMP, Renown 400 Guitar
Amp, 200 Watts, 2x12 cab, excellent
condition $250 or BO. Call Marc 743-

ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES FROM $100.
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys.
Surplus Buyers Guide. 1-602-838-8885
. Ext.A 1~587
FOR SALE.: 1982·Subaru DL. $300 as
·
Call 862-5556.

is.

1983 Honda Accord, 5 speed, A/C,
power steering, AM/FM, 117K miles,
good condition, asking $1500, Dave,
862-3841 (day), 659-3711 (night).
Wooden Desk & Chair. Scratchproof
surface on desk & padded seat. Both
are in excellen tcondition. Call Heather
at 868-9711.

CRUISESHIP JOBS $300 to $900
weekly. Summer or year round. Call
603-224-5227 Ext. 102 9 am to 9 pm
weekdays. .
LESBIAN AND GAY MALESTAFF,
FACULTY, + STUDENlS OF UNH:
Leisure and free time Survey for a
research class. Call 862-1947 Thurs.
after 5:30 p.m. Ask for Lisa: Quick,
Cheap+ Painless. CONFIDENTIAL!!
Thanks.
ATTENTION: HIRING! CRUISESHIP, CASINO, HOTEL JOBS! FREE
TRAVEL BENEFilS! Details call 1602-838-8885. 'Ext. Y-18587.

WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATIONOR

BIG SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO
$1;400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!!! Objective:
Ftindraiser. Commitment: Minimal.
Money: Raise $1400. Cost: Zero investment. Campus organizations,
clubs, frats, soroities call OCMC: 1CONDITION IS EVERYTHING: 1984 . 800-932-0528/ 1-800-950-8472, ext. 10.
SUBARU GL-10 station wagon. InteWILDERNESS INSTRUCTORS: Lookrior spotless. No body rust. Most
options. Have all records. .$3250. '868- · ing for people interested· in leading
wildemesstripsthisswnmerforMead
.
5122. .
Wilderness Base. Job includes leading
backpacking, rock climbing, Mt. BikFrig, 2.5 cu. ft. $75 or BO. Colonial
ing, lake and white H20 canoeing trips.
style love seat and swivel rocker $125
Need skilled and compasionate leador BO. All in excellent condition 868for the summer. Prefer applicants
ers
2899.
that are 21 or older. Pay is approximately $1,000(varies with experience)
The Balfour Man is back and he's
brought great deals. up to $80 off your· + room and board and equipment
discounts. Interested: Please contact
class ring! Come see for yourself! April
Brent Bell, 62~6431.
4, 5, 6 MUB 10-3p.m.

Excellent first car 1985 NissanSentra
Wagon. Great condition automatic
transmission. Call Dana evenings 7433703.

MODELS WANTED FOR SEVERAL
LINGERIE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS.
ONLY THOSE WHO ARE CONFI, DENT PHYSICALLYNEED APPLY.
EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY,
BUTYOUMUSTBECOMFORTABLE
NISHIKI mountain bike. Mint condiWITHPHOTOGRAPHY ANDSHEER
tion $100 seldom used.
GARMEN1S. RA TE IS FLEXIBLE,
MINIMUM $35.00 PER HOUR.
MISTRAL 551 Sailboard. Super fast
433cruiser used 4 times. 6.6 sail originally· GREENLEAF PRODUCTIONS
8418.
$1100pricedforQuickSale$600. 7427024 Craig.

ATTENTION - Government seized
vehicles from $100. Fords, Mercedes,
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers
Guide. 1-602-838-8885. EXT. A 18587.

Wf~g¥ ]Fii~~

CASH FOR GOLD. The Gold Exchange will pay immediate cash for
yourgoldinanyform. 743-4796. Leave
a message.

Ext. R 18587

Looking for a sorority, fratemity,or
student organization that would like
to make 4500-$1000 for a one week onSUMMER WORK - save $4000, travel, . campus marketing project. Must be
gain college credit, great experience - organized and hardworking. Call Bode
call Paul 868-1911.
or Elizabeth U. at (800) 592-2121.
GUIDO MURPHY'S, Cape Cod's hotSUMMER JOBS OUTDOORS. Over
test restaurant-bar complex. Interview 5,000 Openings! National Parks, Forweekend, Saturday, April 21, 11-5, ; ests, Fire Crews. Send Stamp for Free
Sunday,April22,Noon-5. Season May
Details. Sullivan & Associates. 113 E.
25 - Sept. 3 and more. Corner of West _Wyoming, Kalispell, MT 59901.
Main and Sea Streets, Hyanis, MA.
COME ON DOWN!
RESORTHOTELS,SUMMERCAMPS, ·
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR CRUISELINE, & AMUSEMENT

BIG SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO

PARKS, NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS for summer jobs and career
positions. For Free information package and application; call National
Collegiate Recreation Services on Hilton Head Island, South Carolina at 1800-526-0396. (9am-5pm EST. M-F}
Representative wantedforofficial Eart
Day Products including: biodegradeable cleaning products, non-animal tested personal care products and
the nutritional prod,ucts of the Antarctica Expedition+ U.S. Ski Team. Excellent income opportunity for full or
part time- 603-394-7494.
REE RENT in exchange for 2 days of
childcare. (1 yeaz: old). Days flexible.
Beautiful Stratham location on Great
Bay. If you love children and need a
private place to study, please call 7727083.

Female Roommate needed May 1st!
Own room, Washer /Dryer, Cheap
Utilities, gorgeous apt. in downtown
Newmarket. Call659-8613. Is.ent$230/
mo.
Summer Housiung$35a week 1 month
deposit. Now taking applications for
Fall semester Room/Board/Social
$1450 plus $100 refundable room
deposit. Alpha Gamma Rho call for
Andre 868-9859.
Cape Cod Summer Rental sleeps 6-7,
furnished, West Yarmouth - Close to
beaches, downtown Hyannis, and hot
spots. Reserve early- available weekends for job hunting. Call after 5 p.rn.
508-477-3586

washer, washing machine, 2 baths. 6
Openings - Females only. $225/mo.
868-6013
RENT AI,.S: Lookings for a home for
next year?? LEE: Private bedroom in
historic colonial. Shared kitchen and
baths (4). 4 miles from UNH. $350
includes utilities. Contact Winona
Properties Inc.-Realtors. 659-5595 Ask
for Bonnie.
RENTALS: Looking for a home for
next year?? Lee:2 BRMobile,OilHeat.
Country setting. $625/rno. - Contact
Winona Properties Inc. Realt~rs. 6595595. Ask for Bonnie.

RENTALS: Looking for a home for
next year?? LEE: Charming bedroom
in private home. Kitchen privileges.
Seeking Apartment-Mate for trtily · Quiet, mature student sought. $300/
mo. - Contact Winona Properties Inc.
wonderful apartment. BIG, BEAUTIReahors, 659-5595. Ask for Bonnie.
FUL, CONVENIENT. DOVER $295/
MONTH AVAILABLE 4/1 CALL
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING,
PLUS RAISE UP TO $1700 IN ONLY KA THY /SUZANNE 742-8657
RENTALS: Looking for a home .for
10 DAYS. Student groups, frats, +
next year?? LEE: 3 bedroom· apartFOR RENT: NEW 5 BDRM. 2 BATH
sororities needed for marketing projHOME FOR UP TO 6 STUDENTS IN , rnentin village center. Spacious, over~
ect on campus. For details, plus your
looks yard. Large deck. Oil heat.
DOVER LAKE NEIGHBORHOOD.
FREE GIFT, Group officers call 1-800$825/mo. - Contact Winona ProperBring your canoe'! $1100 per month,
765-8472. Ext. 50.
ties Inc. Realtors. ·659-5595. Ask for
reduction if committed by April 30.
Bonnie. ·
Available 6/1- Act now for best buy!
Opportunity to enter new ~rporation
749-4558 9 am to 5 pm ONLY!!!
asadistributor,and promoterof anew
RENTALS: Looking for a home for
line of consumer goods from your own ·
next year?? LEE: 1 BR, kitchen, bath.
home. Full/Part time with income RENTAL - HAMPTON BEACH.
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE FULLY Nice ·yard. Pets negotiable. · Deck.
from 1000-10,000/month. Call C1 at
$500/mo ...utilities included. Contact
FURNISHED. REASONABLE $450/
868-5160 or Derrick at 659-2709.
Winona Properties Inc. Realtors. 659MONTH CALL 617-246-1431/ 2455595. Ask for Bonnie. '
0733 AFTER 6:00 P.M.
Hey! We want you!!! fositions available for the 1990-91 Granite yearbook.
RENTALS: Looking for a home for
Newmarket 2 bedroom. First floor
Business Mgr., Advertising Mgr., Ofnext year?? LEE: Large 3 bedroom
fice Mgr., Chief Photographers, Senior country location, full bath, laundrette,
oil heat, panelled, plenty of parking; halfhouse. 4 acres, Garage, Kitchen,
Section Coordinator, Literary editor,
Livingroom, 11 /2 baths. Effici~nt oil
inexpensive utilities. No pets, security
Photo editor, Sports editor ... $$, expedeposit, short or long term lease avail-· heat. Dishwasher, washer /dryer.
rience, resume material & fun. Appli$1000-Contact Winona Properties Inc.
able. 1-603-659-2655.
cations due April 20. 862-1599, Room
Realtors. 659-5595. Ask for Bonnie.
125 MUB.
Newmarket Studio - Includes hot
Daniel.Webster Co~cil BSA is.look- · water. Paneled, carpeted, .full-bath, . :R:ENTALS: Looking for a home for
ing for a Sports Camp Director (2f laundrette, parking. Security deposit, . next year?? BARRINGTON: 2 bedrooin ' house with beach rights near
year old): Must ·be experienced in -no pets, negotiable lease. $295 monthly
Swain's Lake. New Construction.
Soccer and Baseball and willing to hire plus heat. 603-659-2655.
$750/mo. Contact Winona Properties
own staff. The pay is $2800 for the
Inc. Realtors. 659-5595. Ask for Boncamping season (June 19-August 30, Newmarket - 2 room efficiency. Innie.
cludes hot water. Paneled, carpeted,
1990). Please Contact: Mike Quigley
first floor, laundrette, parking. Secu(603) 664-5884.
RENTALS: Looking for a home for
rity deposit, no pets, negotiable lease.
ATIENTION: EASY WORK EXCEL- $360 monthly plus oil heat. 603-659- next year?? BARRINGTON: 3 bedroom spacious duplex. Lovely yard.
LENT PAYr Assemble products at 2655.
Garage. Gasheat. $825/mo.-COntact
home. Details 1-602-838-8885. Ext. W
Winona f'roperties Inc. Realtors. 659Co-ed summer housing at AGR. $35 /
18587.
5595. Ask for Bonnie.
week,$100deposit. Alsoroomsavbailable for fall(males). To inquire, call
ATTENTION- HIRING! Government
RENTALS: Looki~g for a home for
jobs - your area. Many immediate Andre, 868-9859.
next year?? BARR;INGTON: 2 Bedopenings without list or test. $17,840room WATERFRONT apartment.
$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885. Ext. R Apartment to share with mature nonFireplace, Gas heat, Screened
smoking grad. student. 3 bedrooms,
18587.
porch ... views of Swain's Lake! $650/
kitchen, dining room (playroom), livmo. - Contact Winona Properties Inc. ·
Chemistry Majors intersted in build- ing room with firepla.ce. $210/room
Realtors. 659-5595. Ask for Bonnie.
(includes heat & hot water), 2.5 miles
ing up your resume along with earnto UNH, on bus route. Call Kevin: 742ing $7 /hr? Give us a call at Field
RENTALS: Looking for a_home for
7135, 862-2715.
Experience: 862-1184. Job# 89272.
next year?? DOVER: Room in private
CMN MAJORS, Here is your chance Roommate Needed NOW! New- · home. Kitchen priveleges. $325/mo.
Karivan stop! - Contact Winona Propmarket4 bedroom apartment. $152.50
to earn experience+ big bucks-$10/hr!
erties Inc. Realtors. 659-5595. Ask for
per month plus utilities. Partially
Call Field Experience: 862-1184. Job#
Bonnie.
furnished! Oh K-Van Route Call 65989273.
7586. Private Room!
DURHAM. Singles, doubles, and
Full or Part time sales position availsuites in renovated building across
DURHAM - Furnished single bed• able. Excellent income, no experience
from New England Center. All units
necessary, will train. Call now! 659- rooms with shared bathroom for fehave kitchenettes. Ask about free
male studentsonly. Available for 19909927. Please leave message.
91 academic. year. Private ent;rance.
Disney World vacation. _Call868-2192.
Ten minute walk from T-Hall. Off
START YOUR OWN CAREER in a
fast-growing business. Sales experi- street parking. $1150 per semester inence or training not necessary. Call . chiding utilities. Call 868-2217 after 4
p.m.
749-4902 after six.
REWARD! LOST! A red Swiss Army
Quiet, responsible female seeks same. knife two weeks before break. It is the
Share 2 bedroom Dover apartment. most advanced style available and of
Off-street parking, K-Van. $237.50 great sentimental value. If you have
includes heat/hot water. Julie 749- any info, please call 868-3017.
SIX SPACES available in a spacious 6658.
Newmarket home. Off-street parking,
on COAST bus route, washer, two Dover · Bluff Condo - 2 bedroom, 1
refrigerators, glassed-in porch, spa- bath, fireplace, washer/ dryer, Suncious kitchen, dining room, living deck, Gas heat, Storage, Weight Room
Abolish empty wallets! Got ideas for
room. 225/month includes all utili- and Sauna. On Bus Route - $62,000 t~shirts? Tum them into money .. low
titesexcept phone. No smoking or pets. owner will finance! Call (207) 676- production cost. T-Shirts Plus 431Avail. end of semester through Aug 9372.
4355.
31-option to rent in fall. Call Abi or
with
leave a message-659-2386. Rent
SUMMER SUBLETTERS NEEDED!
-- some friends!
Large, beautiful apt. on Main St. Dish-

-

